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Chapter 1613 Who is Mark’s Wife?

For a while, the entire restaurant was silent.

Everywhere is quiet, like an empty Shura hell.

Only the old man in the long robe stood in the darkness, sweeping the crowd with stern
eyes.

The voice of negative test sounded quietly.

“Tell Mark, ten days later, I will wait for him by the shore of Dongchang Lake in
Denham.”

“If he doesn’t come, then this place of Noirfork will be like this!” Boom~ The old man
slapped him with a palm and only heard a loud noise , The long table in front of me
crashed.

Become a fan, scattered with the wind!

This palm seemed to hit the table, but it seemed to hit everyone’s heart.

Chen Ao and the others trembled, their old faces were frightened, and they became
white again!

Who could have imagined that these pampered and invincible leaders of the cities on
weekdays are now in front of Mochizuki River, so scared that they dare not speak
nonsense.

One by one, they are all like dumb goose.

Don’t say a few words, even dare not breathe.

The whole body is shaking unconsciously!

However, as the long table shattered, Helen Qiu and Xu Lei, who were sitting across
from each other, appeared in front of Wangyuehe without any barriers since then.



Under the dim light, the stunning faces of these two women made Mochizuki River also
amazed.

He raised his head and looked in the direction of Helen Qiu and Xu Lei, expressionless,
and asked in a deep voice: “If I expected it to be good, there should be one person
between you two, that is Mark’s wife. Right?” “Tell me, who is?” The deep voice was like
the sound of crushed rocks.

The temperature of the room is a bit colder again.

In the first half of her life, Helen Qiu was just a young lady from a small family in Wrilfill.
Recently, with the help of Mark, she had just taken the position of president of the
Hundred Billion Group.

Therefore, has Helen Qiu ever seen such a scene before her?

Facing Mochizuki’s harsh words, Helen Qiu was already panicked, her face pale.

For a time, he didn’t even have the courage to speak.

“I’ll ask again, you two, who is Mark’s wife!” The sound was like muffled thunder, and it
blew up in the room.

This time, in Mochizuki’s words, there was obviously a little more anger.

No one doubted that if Helen Qiu didn’t admit it, Mochizuki would probably kill him next
time.

“me…

Finally, the terrified Helen Qiu, lowered her head and trembling, was about to confess to
Mochizuki River. However, who would have thought that at this moment, Xu Lei on the
side was the first to stand up. “Yes.”

I.

“I am Brother Mark’s wife!”

“Xu Lei’s words caused the whole hall to tremble. Everyone looked at the realm in
surprise. “Mr. Xu, you…”

Helen Qiu was also startled on the spot. He didn’t expect Xu Lei to help her. Stand up.
However, Xu Lei did not pay attention to everyone’s surprise. Her beautiful body stood
upright, and her stunning and cold face contained a sense of unyielding and nobility.
She looked straight ahead, not afraid or afraid. “Mochizuki River, you are a disaster for
Noirfork, Kill the Quartet.

Are you really afraid to endure the anger of my Mark brother?



Xu Lei asked in a cold voice. Mochizuki smiled immediately after hearing the sound. “It
seems that you are very confident of his strength.”

“In that case, let me take a trip.”

“After ten days, if he doesn’t come, then use your life to make sacrifices to Yinglong and
Yingtian’s spirit in the sky!”

With a sneer, Mochizuki’s sleeve robe waved, and a burst of energy radiated away,
wrapping Xu Lei in it. Immediately afterwards, Xu Lei was already under Mochizuki.
Everyone was shocked when they saw this. Helen Qiu even more. She was frightened,
forbearing fear, gritted her teeth and said: “No, she is not Mark’s wife, I am.

“You don’t hurt her.

Chapter 1614 Let’s Fight, Dongchang

Lake!

Helen Qiu’s words stunned Mochizuki River slightly.

He looked at Xu Lei, and then at Helen Qiu, whose pretty face was pale and her
beautiful eyes were red, and she shook his head and smiled.

“Interesting, there are still people vying to die.”

“But, little girl, you want to lie to me, you are still too far away.”

“This Mark, since he claims to be Mr. Jiang Dongchu, how can his wife be? People
waiting for leisure?” “No matter your temperament or xinxing, you are inferior to her.”

“Obviously, she is real, and you are an impersonator.”

Mochizuki said lightly to Helen Qiu.

After that, he stopped staying, took Xu Lei, turned and stepped into the darkness behind
him.

This Mochizuki River came suddenly and left suddenly.

Soon, the whole restaurant returned to calm again.

However, long after Mochizuki River left, the whole room remained silent.

Only the cold gust of wind outside, blowing along the opening of the black hole.



The breeze was so cold that many people shivered unconsciously.

Ericson, who was so frightened just now, got out of the bottom of the chair.

He looked around and said bitterly: “I…I live again…

Alive?

Everyone was shocked. Helen Qiu was stunned, looking at the cold cold night outside
the window, tears in her beautiful eyes, guilt, gratitude, and worry in her heart. Because
Xu Lei was taken away. Let’s go! And it’s to protect her. One night passed quickly.
However, last night’s events, the disturbance caused by it, is far from stopping. Perhaps
someone deliberately added to the flames, Mochizuki River Ten In the future, the
incident about fighting against Mr. Chu was like a twelfth-level storm, sweeping the
entire Noirfork Budo realm. Of course, with it, there was also the news that Mr. Chu’s
wife was taken away. As time passed, This news is also constantly fermenting. Ericson,
Chen Ao and others have not interfered with this. Even, they are also happy to see this
news spread. After all, the more people know, the more it spreads. The wider, the more
likely it is that Mark will get the news. Now, Mr. Chu’s whereabouts are unknown and
can’t be contacted at all. They can only use this method to convey information to Mr.
Chu. Hope he will return soon! Before that Ericson and others thought that this matter
would have attracted attention in Noirfork. But after all, they underestimated the
reputation of the Japanese sword god! In just a few days, the Japanese sword god
Mochizuki and Noirfork Chu The news that the husband was about to fight on the shore
of Dongchang Lake radiated the whole country. Jiangbei, Jiangnan, and even the
martial arts circles of the five southwestern provinces were all a sensation…. “F*ck!

“Have you heard?”

“The Japanese sword god, Wangyuehe, is coming to Vietnam again after thirty years!”

“Furthermore, I’m going to meet with Mr. Jiang Dongchu, ten days later, on the shore of
Dongchang Lake!”

” …. “what?

“Mochizuki River is back again?”

….. “Thirty years ago, my Vietnamese God of War showed great power and severely
damaged the Mochizuki River!

“Back then, he swore that he would never enter Vietnam for half his life, so the God of
War only let him retreat safely.”

“Unexpectedly, after thirty years, this Mochizuki River has not honored his promise and
returned?”

“Is he, he wants to go to war with my Vietnamese martial arts?”



“…..
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